viii	PREFACE
the music or the dancing, or the racy language of peasants^ or the
memories of times gone by, or stark realism or wild magic; but
there is something in ballads which stirs every one. Nearly all I
have talked to have found some one of the plain little questions
really interesting, and have raised the writer's hopes by encourage-
ment. But most of all, I owe thanks to the Oxford Medieval
Society who received the pith and gist of this argument with
kindly encouragement at a meeting in October 1937.
Mr. John Goss, in his pleasant Ballads of Britain, has com-
plained of "the professors and minor poets who have made this
subject their own*. Though a member of one of these depressed
classes, and not having risen so high as the second, the author
hopes to have added a little to the pleasure found in reading or
hearing ballads by mentioning their wider associations. Lady
Isabel and the elfin Knight is fine in itself, but it calls up such rich
associations when one thinks of Rico Franco and Frere Renaud
and Ulinger and the original Dutch Halemjn, all so strangely
begotten, as it would seem, by the old story of Judith and Holo-
fernes. One may be impatient with the Suffolk Miracle, and
wonder that so strong a plot could be so tamely told; it is surely
a gain for us to read it in the Greek Constantine and Arete in the
fullness of its supernatural horror. There may be some who find
these associations no addition to their enjoyment. An English
critic has written that, to describe ballads, the English ones
will suffice; a Spanish one tells us that no nation has anything
comparable to the 'Romancero5; and a German writer claims for
the Tolkslieder' that they are entirely German. For those who
must have their pleasures in secret I can do nothing. For my part
I am fascinated by the spectacle of all Europe creating song and
enjoyment, without ambition or rivalry, and readily imparting
the best creations; and it is with amazed respect that one hears the
heroic singing of peoples so often shattered, destitute, and des-
perate. Ballad comparisons give ground not merely for pleasure
of a gayer or graver cast; they become important when we notice
how, in land after land, ballads have educated national conscious-
ness and literary taste. There are countries whose very existence
depends on ballad traditions, and many a great master in many
a land—Cervantes, Shakespeare, Goethe, Oehlenschlager, Cole-
ridge, Heine, Rimski-Korsakov, and others—is what he is partly
because of ballads. Were the racial and literary importance of

